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Better and bigger:
Purbeck Heaths National Nature Reserve



Restoring SCALE, CONNECTIVITY and ECOLOGICAL FUNCTION  to Purbeck’s heathlands

3300 ha heathlands and 
associated habitats, all 
functioning as one landscape

7 landowners working together

Now we have scale, we can 
start to restore a more natural, 
‘wilder’ ecosystem:
• Wild grazing
• Beavers
• Peatlands

One connected landscape for 
people as well as nature

Purbeck Heaths National Nature Reserve





People & Nature:

Visitor management

Sustainable tourism

Community 
engagement

Purbeck Natural 
History Forum



Forefront of conservation science:

• Nationally significant rewilding project

• Restoring natural processes means a functioning landscape 
that is more self-sustaining – less need to ‘manage’

• Forefront of conservation science: active research partnership



Landscape Recovery: a 
Purbeck-wide vision



More and joined-up:
Working with our farm tenants 



Opportunities for delivering LON across 
the Ridge, Vale and Coast were easy to 
identify.

For most tenants this meant a change in 
business model.

Some were keen – so long as the business 
stacked up; others didn’t want to come 
with us.

Progress has been frustratingly slow

But a changing world (loss of BPS, new CS 
rates, rising fuel prices, Knepp….) has 
started to open doors.



South Purbeck

Restore a 1km+ wide strip of high nature value land from Swanage to Lulworth (c. 25km) 

• Work with our tenants – High Nature Status farming

• Work with our neighbours to influence change

• Strategic acquisitions (Weston farm) – to demonstrate the possible

 



Nature recovery ‘support’ areas

Moderate (grade 3) farmland (~1700 ha)

Multiple uses including food production

Regenerative farming: good soil 
management, no chemical inputs

Mixed farmland – delivering wide range of 
public benefits

Nature recovery ‘core’ areas

marginal, infertile land (~6500 ha)

Land managed for nature, Carbon & people

Restoration of natural processes – more 
dynamic, complex, resilient landscape

Some food produced (beef, venison) but 
only as a bi-product



Studland Masterplan



Studland Bay Marine Partnership

We lead partnership in a long-term vision and 
strategy for marine conservation & recreation

Creating a Community Interest Company with 
partners to fund and deliver this through others



SHAPING THE FUTURE OF PURBECK
THROUGH OUR ENGAGEMENT WORK



2016



In summer 2019 we took our  
plans for nature around the 
parishes 



“Build on what we are doing to save nature”



Langton were early adopters led by 
the local vicar



Work that we had begun in Swanage accelerated



And then Corfe got in on the act.



We met them as equals and supported
them in developing their ideas and plans



But then covid…



And our whole wide world went



Planet Purbeck was formed during the early dark 
days of the pandemic. 



We were early adopters, leading others to 
support them… 



70 volunteers, 800 supporters



With a land use team led by the daughters of 
long standing farming families in Purbeck



Suddenly the voiceless had a voice



So that now climate and nature have smashed
their way through to the top of the local agenda 



2021



2022



2022



2022



How we got here



How we got here

• Networking

• Delivery

• Enabling

• Creating and selling vision of a better future for nature and Purbeck’s 
people.







CYP – across Purbeck

















We’re visionary authentic leaders… 



We’re leading to win for nature and for
the wider Purbeck community



Where we are going

• Rebuild society based around Purbeck’s greatest 
asset - a nature rich landscape?

• Match ambition for abundance in nature with 
abundance in opportunities to connect with 
nature – but also for local people to benefit 
from it?

• Ensure greater equity in distribution of the 
benefits from the landscape assets.



We started a movement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V74AxCqOTvg&t=15s
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